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Abstract. Adding Byzantine tolerance to large scale distributed sys-
tems is considered non-practical. The time, message and space require-
ments are very high. Recently, researches have investigated the broadcast
problem in the presence of a f̀ -local Byzantine adversary. The local ad-
versary cannot control more than f̀ neighbors of any given node. This
paper proves sufficient conditions as to when the synchronous Byzantine
consensus problem can be solved in the presence of a f̀ -local adversary.
Moreover, we show that for a family of graphs, the Byzantine consensus
problem can be solved using a relatively small number of messages, and
with time complexity proportional to the diameter of the network. Specif-
ically, for a family of bounded-degree graphs with logarithmic diameter,
O(log n) time and O(n log n) messages. Furthermore, our proposed solu-
tion requires constant memory space at each node.
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1 Introduction
Fault tolerance of a distributed system is highly desirable, and has been the
subject of intensive research. Byzantine faults have been used to model the most
general and severe failures. Classic Byzantine-tolerant research has concentrated
on an “all mighty” adversary, which can choose up to f “pawns” from the n
available nodes (usually, f < n

3 ). These Byzantine nodes have unlimited compu-
tational power and can behave arbitrarily, even colluding to “bring the system
down”. Much has been published relating to this model (for example, [11], [12],
[2]), and many lower bounds have been proven.

One of the major drawbacks to the classic Byzantine adversarial model is its
heavy performance cost. The running time required to reach agreement is linear
in f (which usually means it is also linear in n), and the message complexity is
typically at least O(n2) (when f = O(n), see [7]). This drawback stems from the
“global” nature of the classic Byzantine consensus problem - i.e., the Byzantine
? Supported in part by ISF.
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adversary has no restrictions on the spread of faulty nodes. Thus, the communi-
cation graph must have high connectivity (see [6] for exact bounds) - which leads
to a high message load. Moreover, the global nature of the adversary requires
every node to agree with every other node, leading to linear termination time
and to a high out degree for each node (at least 2f + 1 outgoing connections,
see [6]). Such algorithms cannot scale; thus - as computer networks grow - it
becomes infeasible to address global Byzantine adversaries.

To overcome this limitation, some research has assumed computationally-
bounded adversaries, for example [5]. Alternatively, recent work has considered
a f̀ -local Byzantine adversary. The f̀ -local adversary is restricted in the nodes it
can control. For every node p, the adversary can control at most f̀ neighboring
nodes of p. We call this stronger model “local” and the classic model “global”.
[10] has considered the Byzantine broadcast problem, which consists of all non-
Byzantine nodes accepting a message sent by a given node. [13] classifies the
graphs in which the broadcast problem can be solved, in the presence of a f̀ -local
adversary. In the current work we consider the Byzantine consensus problem,
which consists of all non-Byzantine nodes agreeing on the same output value,
which must be in the range of the input values of the non-Byzantine nodes.
Sufficient conditions are given to classify graphs on which the problem can be
solved, in the presence of a f̀ -local adversary.

Solving the Byzantine consensus problem when facing a global adversary re-
quires O(n) memory space. When considering a local adversary, the memory
space requirements can be reduced. This raises the question of possible tradeoff
between fault tolerance and memory space requirement, which has been previ-
ously investigated in the area of self-stabilizing (see [8], [3], [9]). The current
work provides a new tradeoff: for a family of graphs, consensus can be solved
using constant memory space, provided that the Byzantine adversary is f̀ -local.
Contribution: This work solves the Byzantine consensus problem in the local
adversary model. For a large range of networks (a family of graphs with constant
degree and logarithmic diameter), Byzantine consensus is solved within O(log n)
rounds and with message complexity of O(n·log n), while requiring O(1) space at
each node1. These results improve exponentially upon the classic setting which
requires linear time, O(n2) messages, and (at least) linear space for reaching a
consensus. We also present two additional results which are of special interest
while using constant memory: first, we show a means of retaining identities in
a local area of the network (see Section 4.1); second, we present a technique for
waiting log n rounds using O(1) memory space at each node (see Section 4.2).

2 Model and Problem Definition

Consider a synchronous distributed network of n nodes, {p0, . . . , pn−1} = P,
represented by an undirected graph G = (E, V ), where V = P and (p, p′) ∈ E
if p, p′ are connected. Let Γ (p) be the set of neighbors of p, including p. The
1 Formally, we show that each node uses space polynomial in its degree; for constant

degree it is O(1).
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communication network is assumed to be synchronous, and communication is
done via message passing; each communication link is bi-directional.

Byzantine nodes have unlimited computational power and can communicate
among themselves. The Byzantine adversary may control some portion of the
nodes; however, the adversary is limited in that each node may not have more
than f̀ Byzantine neighbors, where f̀ is a system-wide constant. Formally, a
subset S ⊂ P is f̀ -local if for any node p ∈ P it holds that |S ⋂

Γ (p)| ≤ f̀ . A
Byzantine adversary is said to be f̀ -local if (in any run) the set of Byzantine
nodes is f̀ -local.

2.1 Problem Definition

The following is a formal definition of the Byzantine consensus problem, followed
by a memory-bounded variant of it.

Definition 1. The Byzantine consensus problem consists of the following:
Each node p has an input value vp from an ordered set V; all nodes agree on
the same output V ∈ V within a finite number of rounds (agreement), such that
vp ≤ V ≤ vq for some correct nodes p, q (validity).

The goal of the current work is to show that for f̀ -local adversaries, efficient
deterministic solutions to the Byzantine consensus problem exist; efficient with
respect to running time, message complexity and space complexity. A node p’s
memory space depends solely on the local network topology - i.e. p’s degree or
the degree of p’s neighbors.

Denote by `-MaxDeg(p) the maximal degree of all nodes that are up to `
hops away from p. Notice that 0-MaxDeg(p) = |Γ (p)|.
Definition 2. The `-hop local Byzantine consensus problem is the Byzantine
consensus problem with the additional constraint that each correct node p can use
memory space that is polynomially bounded by `-MaxDeg(p).

Informally, the above definition states that a node cannot “know” about all
the nodes in the system, even though it can access all its local neighbors. That
is, consensus must be reached with “local knowledge” only.

Remark 1. Definition 2 can be replaced by a requirement that the out degree
of each node as well as the memory space are constant. We choose the above
definition instead, as it generalizes the constant-space requirement.

3 Byzantine Consensus

In this section sufficient conditions for solving the Byzantine consensus problem
for a f̀ -local adversary are presented. First we discuss solving the Byzantine
consensus problem in a network that is fully connected. We later give some
definitions that allow us to specify sufficient conditions to ensure that Byzantine
consensus can be solved in networks that are not fully connected.
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3.1 Fully Connected Byzantine Consensus

We now define ByzCon, which solves the Byzantine consensus problem in a fully
connected network. Take any Byzantine agreement2 algorithm (for example, see
[14]), and denote it by BA. ByzCon executes n instance of BA, one for each
node p’s input value, thus agreeing on the input value vp. As a result, all correct
nodes have an agreed vector of n input values (notice that this vector may
contain “⊥” values when BA happens to return such a value for a Byzantine
node). The output value of ByzCon is the median of the values of that vector,
where “⊥” is considered as the lowest value.

Claim. ByzCon solves the Byzantine consensus problem in a fully-connected
network.

Definition 3. Given an algorithm A and a set of nodes S ⊂ P, Valid(A, S)
= true if the set S upholds the connectivity requirements of A. Faulty(A, S)
denotes the maximal number of faulty nodes that A can “sustain” when executed
on S (for example, Faulty(BA, S) = b |S|−1

3 c).
In a similar manner, Time(A, S) is the maximal number of rounds it takes

A to terminate when executed on S, and Msg(A, S) is the maximal number of
messages sent during the execution of A on S.

Notice that for all S: Valid(ByzCon, S)= Valid(BA, S), Faulty(ByzCon,
S)= Faulty(BA, S), Time(ByzCon, S) = Time(BA, S) Msg(ByzCon, S) =
|S| ·Msg(BA, S). That is, ByzCon’s connectivity requirements, fault tolerance
ratio and running time, are the same as in the Byzantine agreement algorithm
of [14]; i.e., ByzCon requires a fully connected graph among the nodes partici-
pating in ByzCon and it supports up to a third of them being Byzantine.

3.2 Sparsely Connected Byzantine Consensus

Consider a given algorithm that solves the Byzantine consensus problem when
executed on a set of nodes S. ByzCon, defined in the previous section, requires
S to be fully-connected. The following discussion assumes ByzCon’s existence
and correctness.

The following definitions hold with respect to any f̀ -local adversary.

Definition 4. Given a subset S ⊂ P, denote by f̀ -Byz(S) the maximal number
of nodes from S that may be Byzantine for a f̀ -local adversary.

Definition 5. A non-empty subset S, ∅ 6= S ⊂ P, is a f̀ -decision group if
Valid(ByzCon, S) = true and Faulty(ByzCon, S) ≥ f̀ -Byz(S).

When considering ByzCon as constructed in Section 3.1, the above defi-
nition states that S must be fully connected, and |S| > 3 · f̀ . Since 0-local
adversaries are of no interest, the minimal size of S satisfies, |S| ≥ 4.
2 Byzantine agreement is sometimes called Byzantine broadcast. This problem consists

of a single leader broadcasting some value v using point-to-point channels.
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Definition 6. A non-empty subset S′ ⊆ S of a f̀ -decision group is a f̀ -common
source if f̀ -Byz(S′) + |S − S′| ≤ Faulty(ByzCon, S).

Claim. If S′ ⊆ S is a common source and all correct nodes in S′ have the same
initial value, ν, then the output value of ByzCon when executed on S, is ν.

Proof. Denote by W the set of correct nodes in S′ and by Y the set of all
nodes in S that are not in W ; i.e., Y := S −W . Since S′ is a common source,
|Y | ≤ Faulty(ByzCon, S). Assume by way of contradiction that all nodes in W
have the same initial value ν, and the output of ByzCon (when executed on S)
is not ν; denote this execution by R. If all the nodes in Y are Byzantine and they
simulate their part of R, then it holds that all correct nodes in S have the same
initial value ν, the number of Byzantine nodes is less than Faulty(ByzCon, S),
and yet the output is not ν. In other words, the “validity” of ByzCon does not
hold. Therefore, if all nodes in W = S − Y are correct and have the same initial
value ν, that must be the output value of ByzCon when executed on S. ut
Definition 7. Two subsets S1, S2 ⊂ P are f̀ -connected if S1, S2 are f̀ -decision
groups, and if S1 ∩ S2 is a f̀ -common source for both S1 and S2.

Definition 8. A list C = S1, S2, . . . , Sl is a f̀ -value-chain between S1 and Sl

if the subsets Si, Si+1 are f̀ -connected, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. The length of the
value-chain C is l − 1.

Definition 9. Let G be a set of f̀ -decision groups, i.e., G ⊆ 2P . G is an f̀ -
entwined structure if for any two subsets g, g′ ∈ G there is a f̀ -value-chain
C = g1, g2, . . . , gl ∈ G between g, g′. The distance between g, g′ is the minimal
length among all f̀ -value-chains between g, g′.

Definition 10. The diameter D of an f̀ -entwined structure G is the maximal
distance between any two f̀ -decision groups g, g′ ∈ G.

Definition 11. An f̀ -entwined structure G is said to cover graph G if for any
node p in G there is a subset g ∈ G such that p ∈ g. Formally:

⋃
g∈G{g} = P.

Remark 2. All entwined structures in the rest of this paper are assumed to cover
their respective graphs. We will therefore sometimes say “an entwined structure
G” instead of “an entwined structure G that covers graph G”.

Some of the above definitions were parameterized by f̀ . When f̀ is clear
from the context, we will remove the prefix f̀ . (i.e., “decision group” instead of
“f̀ -decision group”).

Definition 12. Let G be a graph. Denote by Φ(G) the maximal value f̀ s.t.
there is a f̀ -entwined structure that covers G.

The following theorem states the first result of the paper.

Theorem 1. The Byzantine consensus problem can be solved on graph G for
any Φ(G)-local adversary.
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Algorithm LocalByzCon /* executed at node p */
/* BCi is an instance of ByzCon */

Initialization:

1. set vp := p’s initial value;
2. set Outputp := ∅; /* Gp := {g ∈ G|p ∈ g} */
3. for all gi ∈ Gp start executing BCi with initial value vp;

For ∆max · (2D + 1) rounds: /* ∆max := maxi{Time(ByzCon, gi)} */

1. execute a single round of each BCi that p participates in;
2. for each BCi that terminated in the current round with value V :

set Outputp := Outputp

⋃{V };
3. for each BCi that terminated in the current round:

start executing BCi with initial value min{Outputp};
Return value:

return output as min{Outputp};

Fig. 1. Solving the Byzantine consensus problem for a f̀ -local adversary.

Section 3.3 contains the algorithm LocalByzCon that given a f̀ -entwined
structure G, solves the Byzantine consensus problem for any f̀ -local adversary.
Section 3.4 proves the correctness of LocalByzCon, thus completing the proof
of Theorem 1.

3.3 Algorithm LocalByzCon

Figure 1 introduces the algorithm LocalByzCon that solves the Byzantine
consensus problem for f̀ -local adversaries, given an f̀ -entwined structure G. The
main idea behind LocalByzCon is to execute ByzCon locally in each decision
group. Each node takes the minimal agreement value among the decision groups
it participated in. The fact that any two decision groups in G have a value-chain
between them ensures that the minimal agreement value among the different
invocations of ByzCon will propagate throughout G. Since G covers G, all nodes
will eventually receive the same minimal value.

Consider G to be a f̀ -entwined structure, and g1, g2, . . . , gm ∈ G to be all the
decision groups (of P) in G. For a node p, Gp is the set of all decision groups
that p is a member of; that is, Gp := {g ∈ G|p ∈ g}. Each node p participates in
repeated concurrent executions of ByzCon instances, where for each gi ∈ Gp,
node p will execute a ByzCon instance, and once that instance terminates p will
execute another instance, etc. For each gi ∈ Gp denote by BC1

i the first execution
of ByzCon by all nodes in gi; BC2

i denotes the second instance executed by all
nodes in gi, and so on.

According to Definition 1 all nodes participating in ByzCon terminate within
some finite time ∆. Furthermore, each node can wait until ∆ rounds elapse and
terminate, thus achieving simultaneous termination. Therefore, in LocalByz-
Con, all nodes that participate in BCj

i terminate it at the same round and start
executing BCj+1

i together at the following round.
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3.4 Correctness Proof

For every gi ∈ G denote by ri(1) the round at which the first consecutive in-
stance of ByzCon executed on gi has terminated. Denote by r(1) := max{ri(1)}.
Let Outputrp denote the value of Outputp at the end of round r. Notice that
Outputrp ⊆ Outputr+1

p for all correct p and all r. Denote Outputr :=
⋃{Outputrp},

the union of all Outputp (for correct p) at the end of some round r. Using this
notation, Outputr(1) represents all the values in any Outputp (for correct p) af-
ter at least one instance of ByzCon has terminated for each g ∈ G. Consider
some instance of ByzCon that terminates after round r(1): it must be (at least)
a second execution of that instance, thus all correct nodes that participated
in it had their input values chosen from Outputr(1). Thus, due to validity, the
output value is in the range of [min{Outputr(1)}, max{Outputr(1)}]. Hence, we
conclude that min{Outputr} ≥ min{Outputr(1)} for any r ≥ r(1). Denote by
vmin := min{Outputr(1)}; clearly no correct node p will hold a lower value (in
Outputp) for any r ≥ r(1).

Lemma 1. If a correct node p has min{Outputrp} = vmin then it will never have
a lower value in Outputp for any round r′ ≥ r.

Lemma 2. At round r(1), there exists gi ∈ G such that for every correct node
p ∈ gi it holds that min{Outputp} = vmin.

Proof. By definition, vmin ∈ Output
r(1)
p . Thus, vmin was the output of some BCi

instance (on decision group gi) at some round r ≤ r(1). Consider the nodes in
gi, they have all added vmin to their Outputp. Thus, vmin ∈ Output

r(1)
p and by

definition it is the lowest value in Outputp at round r(1). Thus, at round r(1),
all correct nodes in gi have min{Outputp} = vmin. ut

Lemma 3. If LocalByzCon has been executed for at least ∆max · (2D + 1)
rounds, then all correct nodes have min{Outputp} = vmin.

Proof. Divide the execution of LocalByzCon into “stages” of ∆max rounds
each. Clearly there are at least 2D + 1 stages, and in each stage each BCi is
started at least once. From the above lemma, for some decision group gi, all
correct nodes p ∈ gi have min{Outputp} = vmin at the end of the first stage.

Let g′ be some decision group, and let gi = g1, g2, . . . , gl = g′ be a value-
chain between gi and g′; there exists such a value-chain because G is an entwined
structure, and its length is ≤ D.

Consider the second stage. Since g1, g2 are connected, and since all nodes in
g1 have the same initial value (vmin) during the entire stage 2, then in g1∩g2 all
nodes have vmin as their initial value during stage 2. Since g1 ∩ g2 is a common
source of g2, it holds that instance BC2 that is started in stage 2 is executed with
all nodes in g1 ∩ g2 having initial value vmin. Thus, when BC2 terminates (no
later than the end of stage 3), it terminates with the value vmin, thus all nodes
in g2 also have vmin ∈ Outputp. By Lemma 1, all nodes in g2 choose vmin as
their initial value for any instance of ByzCon started during stage 4 and above.
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Repeating this line of proof leads to the conclusion that after an additional 2D
stages all correct nodes in g′ have vmin ∈ Outputp.

Since any decision group g′ has a value-chain of no more than D length to
gi, we have that after 2D + 1 stages, all correct nodes in all decision groups
have vmin ∈ Outputp. Since G covers G, each correct node is a member of some
decision group, thus all correct nodes in G have vmin ∈ Outputp. Since vmin is
the lowest possible value, min{Outputp} = vmin for all p ∈ P. ut
Remark 3. Consider the value-chain g1, g2, . . . , gl in the proof above. The proof
bounds the time (in rounds) it takes vmin to “propagate” from g1 to gl. The given
bound (2 · l · ∆max) is not tight. In fact, instead of assuming 2 · ∆max rounds
for each “hop along the chain”, one can accumulate 2 ·Time(ByzCon, gi) when
moving from gi−1 to gi. Thus, define Timedist(g, g′) to be the shortest such sum
on any value-chain between g, g′, and Dtime as the maximal Timedist(g, g′) on
any g, g′ ∈ G; and we can conclude that it is enough to run LocalByzCon for
Dtime rounds. Notice that this analysis it tight up to a factor of 2.

Lemma 4. Given an f̀ -entwined structure G that covers G, LocalByzCon
solves the Byzantine consensus problem, for a f̀ -local adversary.

Proof. From the above lemmas, after ∆max · (2D + 1) rounds, all correct nodes
terminate with the same value, vmin. Notice that vmin is the output of some
ByzCon instance. Thus, there are two correct nodes p, q such that vp ≤ vmin ≤
vq. Therefore, both “agreement” and “validity” hold. ut

3.5 Complexity Analysis

The time complexity of LocalByzCon is (2D + 1) ·∆max. In other words, let
gmax be the largest decision group in G, that is gmax := argmaxgi∈G{|gi|}; using
this terminology we have that, Time(LocalByzCon,P) = (2D+ 1) ·O(gmax).

Similarly, the message complexity of LocalByzCon per round is the sum
of all messages of all ByzCon instances each round, which is bounded by∑

gi
|gi|3 ≤ |G| · |gmax|3. Thus, Msg(LocalByzCon,P) ≤ (2D + 1) · |G| ·

O(|gmax|4) (messages per round times rounds).

4 Constant-space Byzantine Consensus

Section 3 proves a sufficient condition for solving the Byzantine consensus prob-
lem on a given graph G for a f̀ -local adversary. The current section gives a
sufficient condition for solving the `-hop local Byzantine consensus problem.

Definition 13. An f̀ -entwined structure G is called `-hop local if for every
g ∈ G, ` bounds the distance between any two nodes in g.

For ByzCon constructed in Section 3.1, any entwined structure G is 1-hop lo-
cal, since for every decision group g ∈ G, it holds that Valid(ByzCon, g) =true,
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thus g is fully connected. However, the following discussion holds for any algo-
rithm that solves the Byzantine consensus problem, even if it does not require
decision groups to be fully connected.

Definition 14. An f̀ -entwined structure G is called `-lightweight if G is `-hop
local and for every p ∈ P, |Gp| and |g| (for all g ∈ Gp) are polynomial in |Γ (p)|.

Definition 15. Let G be a graph. Denote by `-Ψ(G) the maximal value f̀ s.t.
there is a f̀ -entwined structure that is `-lightweight and covers G.

The following theorem states the second contribution of this paper.

Theorem 2. The `-hop local Byzantine consensus problem can be solved on
graph G for any [`-Ψ(G)]-local adversary.

By Theorem 1, any f̀ -entwined structure G that covers graph G can be used
to solve the Byzantine consensus problem on G, for a f̀ -local adversary. To
prove Theorem 2 we show that when LocalByzCon is executed using an `-
lightweight f̀ -entwined structure, each node p’s space requirements are poly-
nomial in `-MaxDeg(p). There are 3 points to consider: first, we show that
the memory footprint of the different ByzCon instances that p participates in
is “small”. Second, ByzCon assumes unique identifiers, which usually require
log n space. We need to create identifiers that are locally unique (thus requiring
space that is independent of n), such that ByzCon can be executed properly
on each decision group. Third, the main loop of LocalByzCon requires to
count at least up to D, which requires logD bits, possibly requiring space that
is dependent on n.

The second point is discussed in Section 4.1 and the third in Section 4.2.
To solve the first point notice that G is `-lightweight, thus each node partici-
pates in no more than poly(|Γ (p)|) ByzCon instances concurrently, and each
such instance contains poly(|Γ (p)|) nodes. Assuming that the identifiers used
by ByzCon require at most polylog(`-MaxDeg(p)) bits (see Section 4.1), p re-
quires at most poly(`-MaxDeg(p)) space to execute the ByzCon instances of
LocalByzCon.

4.1 Locally Unique Identifiers

Consider the algorithm LocalByzCon in Figure 1 and an `-lightweight en-
twined structure G. Different nodes communicate only within decision groups,
i.e., node p sends or receives messages from node q only if p, q ∈ g for some
g ∈ G. Thus, the identifiers used can be locally unique.

To achieve this goal, node p numbers each node q in each decision group
g ∈ Gp, sequentially. Notice that the same node q might “receive” different
numbers in different decision groups that p participates in. Thus, we can define
Num(p, g, q) to be the number p assigns to q for the decision group g ∈ Gp. Notice
that for an `-lightweight entwined structure, Num(p, ∗, ∗) requires polynomial
space in |Γ (p)|. Each node z holds Num(p, g, ∗) for all g ∈ Gz

⋂Gp, along with a
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mapping between Num(p, g, q) and Num(z, g, q). The memory footprint of this
mapping is again polynomial in |Γ (z)| (for `-lightweight entwined structures).

In addition, each node p numbers the decision groups it is a member of: let
Indx(p, g) be the “number” of g ∈ Gp according to p’s numbering. Any node
z (such that Gp

⋂Gz 6= φ) holds a mapping between Indx(p, g) and Indx(z, g),
for all g ∈ Gp

⋂Gz. Notice that Indx(p, ∗) is polynomial in |Γ (p)|, and the
mapping requires memory space of size polynomial in max{|Γ (p)|, |Γ (z)|}. For
`-lightweight entwined structures, the distance between p and z is ≤ `, thus
max{|Γ (p)|, |Γ (z)|} ≤ `-MaxDeg(p), resulting in a memory space footprint (of
all the above structures) that is polynomial in `-MaxDeg(p) for any node p.

When node p wants to send node q’s identifier to z regarding decision group g
(notice that p, q, z ∈ g and g ∈ Gp,Gq,Gz), it sends “(Num(p, g, q), Indx(p, g))”
and node z uses its mapping to calculate Indx(z, g), from which node z can
discern what g is, and use its Num mapping to calculate Num(z, g, q). Therefore,
nodes can identify any node in their decision groups and can communicate these
identities among themselves. Thus, “identities” can be uniquely used locally,
with a low memory footprint. i.e., the required memory space is polynomial in
`-MaxDeg(p). Notice that the above structures are constructed before executing
LocalByzCon, once the system designer knows the structure of G.

4.2 Memory-efficient Termination Detection

LocalByzCon as given in Figure 1 loops for ∆max ·(2D+1) rounds. Therefore,
for D that depends on n, the counter of the loop will require too much memory.
From the analysis of the execution of LocalByzCon it is clear that any node
terminating after it ran for more than ∆max · (2D + 1) rounds, terminates with
the same value. Thus, it is only important that all nodes eventually terminate,
and that they do so after at least ∆max · (2D+ 1) rounds; how can this be done
without counting rounds? The following is an example of a solution requiring
constant memory, using a simpler model.

Consider a synchronous network without any Byzantine nodes, where each
node p has poly(|Γ (p)|) memory. Given that D (the diameter of the network) is
not constant, how can one count until D in such a network? Mark two nodes
u, v as “special” nodes, such that the distance between u and v is D (clearly
there exist u, v that satisfy this condition). When the algorithm starts, u floods
the network with a “start” message. When v receives this message, it floods the
network with an “end” message. When any node receives the “end” message, it
knows that at least D rounds have passed, and it can therefore terminate.

Using the above example, we come back to our setting of entwined structures
and f̀ -local Byzantine adversaries: consider two “special” decision groups g1, g2

from G, such that the Timedist between g1 and g2 is Dtime (see Remark 3). Each
node p, in addition to its initial value vp, has two more initial values v1

p, v2
p which

are both set to “1”. All nodes in g1 set v1
p :=“0”. Instead of executing a single

LocalByzCon, each node executes 3 copies of LocalByzCon: one on vp, one
on v1

p (denoted LocalByzCon1) and one on v2
p (denoted LocalByzCon2).

Only nodes in g2 perform the following rule: once g2’s output in LocalByzCon1
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is “0”, set v2
p := “0”. Lastly, all nodes terminate one repetition after Outputp of

LocalByzCon2 contains “0”.
The analysis of this addition is simple: the value “0” in LocalByzCon1

propagates throughout the network until it reaches g2. Once it reaches g2,
the value “0” of LocalByzCon2 propagates throughout the network, caus-
ing all nodes to terminate. Notice that before g2 updates its input value of
LocalByzCon2, no correct node will have a value of “0” for LocalByzCon2.
Lastly, notice that at least 1

2Dtime rounds must pass before g2 changes the input
value to the third LocalByzCon (see Remark 3). Thus, if the second and third
LocalByzCon are executed “at half speed” (every round, the nodes wait one
round), then all correct nodes terminate not before Dtime rounds pass, and no
later than 2Dtime rounds.

The above schema requires the same memory space as the “original” Lo-
calByzCon (i.e. independent of n), up to a constant factor, while providing
termination detection, as required.

The decision groups g1, g2 must be selected prior to LocalByzCon’s execu-
tion. An alternative option is to select g1 using some leader election algorithm,
and then use an MST algorithm to find g2. However, in addition to Byzantine
tolerance, these algorithms’ memory requirements must not depend on n, which
means that global identifiers cannot be used. There is a plethora of research
regarding leader election / spanning trees and their relation to memory space
(see [15], [3], [4], [1]). However, as far as we know, there are no lower or upper
bounds regarding the exact model this work operates in (e.g. local identities,
but no global identities). Thus, it is an open question whether it is required to
choose g1, g2 a priori, or if they can be chosen at runtime.

4.3 Complexity Analysis

Consider graph G with maximal degree dmax, and an `-lightweight entwined
structure G (with diameter D) that covers G. Denote gmax := argmaxgi∈G{|gi|},
since G is `-lightweight, gmax is polynomial in dmax, and |G| = n · poly(dmax).
Therefore, by Section 3.5, LocalByzCon’s time complexity is O(D)·poly(dmax),
and its message complexity is O(D) · n · poly(dmax).

From the above, if G’s maximal degree is independent of n, and if D =
O(log n), then the running time of LocalByzCon is O(log n) and its mes-
sage complexity is O(n log n), while using O(1) space. (Section 5 shows entwined
structures that reach these values). This achieves an exponential improvement
on the time and message complexity of Byzantine consensus in the “global”
model, which are O(n) and O(n2) respectively. 3

5 Constructing 1-lightweight Entwined Structures

In this section we present a family of graphs for which 1-lightweight entwined
structures exist. The family of graphs is given in a constructive way: for each
3 In fact, known algorithms that use the transformation in [6] to operate in not-fully-

connected graphs might even require O(n3) messages.
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Fig. 2. p0’s neighbors in an extended
ring topology of order 2.
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...


ip

ig
ip k

Fig. 3. g0 for f̀ = 1 and
k = 3(f̀ + 1) = 6.

graph G′ = (V ′, E′) (where |V ′| = n′) and for any value of f̀ (f̀ << n′)
we construct a graph G = (V, E) (|V | = n) with a 1-lightweight f̀ -entwined
structure G. Our construction achieves |G| = O(n) and |g| is small for all g ∈ G,
thus ensuring that G is indeed 1-lightweight. Furthermore, G’s diameter and
maximal degree are a function of those of G′s, thus ensuring that for G′ with
bounded degree and logarithmic diameter, G has similar properties.

First we show how to construct an entwined structure, given a graph with
“ring topology”. Then we show how “to combine” two graphs with ring topolo-
gies. Lastly, for every graph G′, we create a graph G that “blows up” each node p
in G′ to be a ring (containing O(|Γ (p)|) nodes), and then combines the different
rings of G′.

5.1 A Simple “Ring” Entwined Structure

This section presents a simple construction of an entwined structure G for a ring
topology network. The constructed G has |gmax| constant (independent of n),
but a diameter of O(n).

Definition 16. A graph G = (V, E) is said to have an extended ring topol-
ogy of order k, if E =

⋃
pi∈V

⋃
1≤j≤k{(pi, pi+j)} (addition is done modulo n).

Informally, an extended ring topology of order k means that each node is
connected to the k neighbors “ahead” of it in the ring; since G is bi-directional,
each node is also connected to the k neighbors “behind” it (see Figure 2 for an
example). Notice that a “regular” ring topology is actually an extended ring
topology of order 1.

Consider a graph G = (V, E) with extended ring topology of order k =
3 · (f̀ + 1). Define G as follows: gi := {pi, pi+1, pi+2, . . . , pi+k} (see Figure 3).

Claim. Any g ∈ G is af̀ -decision group.

Claim. For any i, gi and gi+1 are f̀ -connected.
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Fig. 4. The original decision groups a, b and the constructed decision groups
g′1, g

′
2 and g′k.

Lemma 5. G is an f̀ -entwined structure with diameter at most n, and |g| =
3 · f̀ + 4 for any g ∈ G.

Proof. By definition of gi ∈ G, |gi| = k + 1 = 3 · f̀ + 4. Let gi, gj ∈ G be some
decision groups. 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1 and either i ≥ j or j ≥ i. Assume w.l.o.g. that
j ≥ i. Consider the list C := gi, gi+1, . . . , gj . By the previous claim, gi and gi+1

are f̀ -connected, and therefore C is a value chain. Thus, there exists a f̀ -value
chain between any two decision groups in G of length at most n. Thus, G is an
f̀ -entwined structure with diameter at most n. ut

5.2 Connecting Rings Together

Consider two extended ring topology graphs G1, G2 and their respective f̀ -
entwined structures G1,G2 (as built in the previous subsection). Let a ∈ G1

and b ∈ G2 be 2 decision groups that are fully connected and are of the same
size, e.g. |a| = |b| = k + 1.

Mark by ai the nodes in a and by bi the nodes in b (for 0 ≤ i ≤ k). Define
g′j := {aj , aj+1, . . . , ak, b0, . . . , bj−1} for 1 ≤ j ≤ k; see Figure 4 for an example.
Add edges such that each g′j is fully connected. Notice that |g′j | = k+1 and that
for 1 ≤ j < k, it holds that g′j and g′j+1 are f̀ -connected. In addition a and g′0
are f̀ -connected, as well as b and g′k.

Take G′ = G1

⋃G2

⋃{g′j}. G′ is a f̀ -entwined structure over the graph that is
the union of G1, G2 with edges that are induced by the different g′js. Notice that
the diameter of G′ is the diameter of G1 plus the diameter of G2 plus k + 1 (the
length of the distance between a and b). Furthermore, |G′| = |G1|+ |G2|+ k. In
addition every node p ∈ a

⋃
b participates in no more than k additional decision

groups.

5.3 General Entwined Structure Construction

Let G′ be any graph on n′ nodes, and let dv be the degree of node v; denote
dmax := maxv∈G′dv. Consider a graph Gv per node v with dv · k nodes, such
that Gv has an extended ring topology of order k. Consider the “ring” entwined
structure constructed in the previous sections Gv with decision groups denoted
as g1(v), g2(v), · · ·. Notice that gi(v)∩ gi+k(v) = φ (see Figure 5). For each node
v ∈ G′, consider the list of its neighbors Γ (v) = v1, v2, . . . , vdv , and define a
function N(u, v) that returns the index of v as a neighbor of u; i.e., N(v, vi) = i.
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Fig. 5. A graph with 5 nodes, and node u’s “ring”
Gu and 2 decision groups gk(u), g2k(u).
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Fig. 6. v, u connecting,
combining g2k(v), gk(u).

Using the operation defined in the previous subsection: for any edge (u, v)
in G′, “connect” the rings in the following way: gN(u,v)∗k(u) with gN(v,u)∗k(v).
That is, let v be the ith neighbor of u (N(u, v) = i or ui = v), and u be the jth
neighbor of v (N(v, u) = j, vj = u) (see Figure 6); the following two decision
groups are to be combined: gi∗k(u) with gj∗k(v). Denote the new decision groups
created due to each such “connection” as Gu,v.

Consider G to be the union of all Gv (both nodes and edges), and let G be
the union of the entwined structures. That is, G = (

⋃
v∈G′ Gv) ∪ (

⋃
u,v∈G′ Gu,v).

Claim. Let g ∈ Gv and g′ ∈ Gu such that (v, u) is an edge in G′, then there is a
f̀ -value-chain between g and g′ of length ≤ (dmax + 1) · k.

Claim. G is a f̀ -entwined structure with diameter D ≤ DG′ · (dmax +1) · k +2k,
where DG′ is the diameter of G′.

Theorem 3. G is a 1-lightweight f̀ -entwined structure.

5.4 Analysis

The above construction shows that for any graph G′ there is a graph G and
an f̀ -entwined structure G (covering G) s.t. the diameter of G is linear in the
diameter of G′, the maximal degree of G′, and in k. Thus, by taking G′ to be
any graph with constant degree and logarithmic diameter, we have that the
diameter of G is O(DG′ · k). In other words, D = O(k · logn); by taking k to be
constant as well (this means that the graph G has a constant degree), we have
that D = O(logn). Therefore, the above construction produces graphs and their
respective entwined structures, such that the diameter is logarithmic and the
degree is constant, fulfilling the promise of Section 4.3.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

A sufficient condition for solving Byzantine consensus in the presence of a local-
ized Byzantine adversary was given. Furthermore, for a family of graphs it was
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shown how to solve the Byzantine consensus problem using memory space that
is constant (independent of the size of the network).

We consider few points for future research: first, find tighter bounds for when
Byzantine consensus can be solved on a graph G. Second, allow for dynamic
changes in the system, such as nodes joining or leaving or even constructing the
entwined structure on-the-fly. Third, adapt the entwined structure-construction
such that if some portion of the network does not uphold the required Byzantine-
to-correct threshold, then the rest of the network may still reach consensus.
Lastly, it would be interesting to find other constructions of entwined structures
and see what additional types of graphs can solve Byzantine consensus.
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